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Micro Mobility Systems Kickboard Original 2.0 Alu (KB0024)  
 

Micro Kickboard Original Silver
(Interchangeable) with flexible fiberglass
footboard.

 CHF 229.00  
      

      

Thanks to special weight steering, the Micro Kickboards give you the ultimate surfing feeling. With its
flexible footboard made of fiberglass and wood, the Kickboard Original guarantees a particularly smooth
ride.

Weight steering

The patented Kickboard weight steering system works by shifting your own body weight. We developed
this system with Swiss specialists and it promotes the rider's balance, motor skills and coordination. In
addition, this steering system creates a very special riding experience and is suitable for all ages.

Flexdeck

As the name suggests, the special thing about the Flexdeck is its flexibility. This is due to the special
nature of the footboard, a wood-fiberglass composite. This means that the footboard flexes slightly each
time it is pushed and thus absorbs shocks caused by uneven road surfaces while riding.

Glass fiber reinforced plastic (GRP)

GRP is a fiber-reinforced plastic composite made of plastic and glass fibers. The word fiberglass is an
Anglicism, derived from the English word fiberglass, and is used colloquially for GRP. Glass fiber
reinforced plastics are of very high quality and have excellent corrosion resistance. Another advantage
of the material is its high elongation at break (also known as elongation at break). This means that the
load must be very high before breakage can occur.

Joystick
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In contrast to the T-handlebar, the joystick handlebar is ridden with one hand. The center of gravity of
the total weight is exactly in the middle of the special kickboard weight steering. This allows optimum
steering behavior. To get used to the weight steering, we recommend that beginners and small children
ride with the T-handlebar first and only switch to the joystick later.

Load capacity: 100kg
Type of wheels: 120mm / 100mm PU
Flooring: Sports and leisure
Age group: Teens and adults
Weight: 4.45 kg
Foldable: Yes
Handlebar: T-handlebar & knob
Handlebar height 1: 72cm
Handlebar height 2: 101cm
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